FACILITY CLASS 7, HOUSING AND COMMUNITY

Category Group 71, Family Housing.


1.1.1. **Family Housing Facilities.** Facilities covered by the aforementioned guidance include: Family Housing (*CATCODEs* 711111 through 711312); Mobile Home Court Support Facility (*CATCODE* 713352); Trailer Court Parking (*CATCODE* 713366); Family Housing Detached Facilities (*CATCODEs* 714431, 714432 and 714433); Family Housing Maintenance Facility (*CATCODE* 219944); and Housing Supply and Storage Facility (*CATCODE* 442769). (*NOTE:* AFI 32-6001 is currently in the process of being combined with AFI 32-6003, *General Officer Quarters*, and AFI 32-6005, *Unaccompanied Housing Management*, into one AFI 32-6011, *Housing Management and Operations*. AFI 32-6011 is currently in coordination for signature. Estimated completion date unknown.)